The Milamber
Education Technology Fund
Growth Portfolio of Education related Technology companies,
open for investment all year: an SEIS/EIS Fund for the 21st Century.
Launch Date: 1st January 2018

Managed and promoted by
Innvotec Limited

In collaboration with
Milamber Ventures Plc

The Milamber Education Technology
(EdTech) Fund
Offering private investors, a portfolio of exciting and ethically sound investments
in education enabling technologies and media needed by today’s and future
generations; utilising both the Seed and principal Enterprise Investment Scheme
(SEIS & EIS) tax reliefs.

The Milamber EdTech Fund:
in collaboration with Innvotec investing today in tomorrow’s successes.
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Important Notice
This Information Memorandum contains information
relating to investment in The Milamber EdTech Fund (the
“Fund”) which will comprise a Portfolio of [Seed EIS and]
EIS companies.

Potential Investors are recommended to seek independent
advice from an investment adviser authorised under the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, or an appropriately
qualified taxation adviser, before investing.

This document describes the arrangements by which Investors
who wish to make investments in SEIS and EIS Qualifying
Companies may appoint Innvotec Limited (“Innvotec” or
the “Fund Manager”) to act as their common discretionary
investment Fund Manager and to manage the investments
made on their behalf

Investments in unquoted shares in small companies and start
up opportunities such as those that will be made by this
Fund carry higher risks than investments in quoted shares.
Potential Investors should be aware that no established
market exists for the trading of shares in unquoted
companies.

This document is dated 1st January 2018 and is both issued
and approved for issue by Innvotec to Investors who can
receive financial promotions pursuant to Section 21 of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”).

The value of an Investor’s Portfolio, and any income arising
from it, can fall as well as rise and an Investor may not
recover the full amount of money originally invested. Past
performance is not a guide to future performance.
Attention is drawn to the Risk Factors outlined in this
Information Memorandum on pages 28 to 30 which should
be read and considered carefully.

Innvotec is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (the “FCA”) to carry on investment
business in the United Kingdom as a Small Authorised UK
Alternative Investment Fund Manager (“AIFM”).

Please note that none of Innvotec Limited, Innvotec
(Nominees) Limited, nor Milamber Ventures PLC
(“Milamber”) or any of their agents or employees is able to
provide any advice about whether a person should invest in
this product.

This document may not be copied or distributed without
the agreement of Innvotec and may only be distributed in
compliance with the FSMA and the rules of the FCA.
This Information Memorandum does not constitute an
Approved Prospectus in accordance with Section 85(7) of
FSMA and nor does it constitute a public offer for shares in
the United Kingdom or elsewhere.

Any references to tax laws or tax rates in this Information
Memorandum are subject to change by the government and
HMRC and tax benefits depend on personal circumstances.
Innvotec has taken all reasonable care to ensure that the
facts stated in this Information Memorandum are true
and accurate in all material respects, and that there are no
material facts, the omission of which would make misleading
any statement made in this Information Memorandum.

This document does not constitute, and may not be used for,
the purposes of an offer or inducement by any person in any
jurisdiction outside the United Kingdom. This document and
the information contained in it are not for publication or
distribution to persons outside the United Kingdom.

However, this document is not intended to constitute a
recommendation or provide advice to a prospective Investor.
Any statements of opinion or belief contained in this
document regarding future events or outcomes constitute
Innvotec’s own assessment and interpretation of information
available to it at the date of issue of this document and no
representation is made that such statements are correct or
that the objectives of the Fund will be achieved.

The Fund is a complying SEIS/EIS Fund, is not an
unregulated collective investment scheme within the meaning
of Section 235 of the FSMA and is not subject to the
marketing restrictions introduced by the FCA in respect of
“non-mainstream pooled investments”.
By accepting this document and/or signing up to the Fund
Management Agreement by signing an Application Form,
the recipient by his or her action, warrants, represents,
acknowledges and agrees that he or she is a person to whom
this document may lawfully be communicated without
violating applicable laws and that he or she has read and will
comply with the contents of this Information Memorandum.

Reliance on this Information Memorandum for the purposes
of engaging in any investment activity may expose an
individual to a significant risk of losing all of the property or
other assets invested.
It is very important that you carefully read and fully
understand this document and the risks involved with the
arrangements described in these documents so that you can
decide whether the Fund and its risk profile is suitable right
for you.

Any investment or investment activity to which this
Information Memorandum relates is only available to
high net worth individuals, sophisticated and professional
Investors; those who do not or cannot confirm that they
have the necessary professional experience cannot rely on the
contents of this document. Incoming Investors will only be
accepted if they have completed to Innvotec’s satisfaction The
Investor Appropriateness and Suitability Form which forms
an integral part of the Application Form.

Application may only be made and will only be accepted
subject to the terms of the Fund Management Agreement, a
copy of which accompanies the Application Form.
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Message from Andrew Hasoon
Chairman of Milamber Ventures Plc

Dear Investor
Education and the EdTech sector represents a compelling and substantial opportunity to achieve
both capital growth and societal good.
Lifelong learning becomes a necessity rather than an aspiration when we are faced with
unprecedented change in the nature of work and the way that we perform it. How we address the
burgeoning requirements for a highly skilled, flexible and creative workforce will define our status
as an economic power over the coming decades.
Whilst AI and automation coupled with globalisation represent a real and present danger to
employment and the economic performance of the UK, it is also a massive opportunity for those
equipped with the necessary skills to engage in more meaningful, challenging and ultimately
rewarding employment with all the concomitant advantages to UK plc.
The UK is the recognised world leader in EdTech. The UK government is committed to boosting
the value of UK education exports from £18bn to £30bn by 2020. The recently introduced
Apprenticeship Levy program is a signal of intent that vocational training is to take a much
more significant role in the UK’s learning strategy with qualifications funded up to degree level.
Milamber Ventures is highly focussed on this space at both the investment and acquisition level.
At Milamber we are excited by the strength of the UK EdTech market. Our country’s reputation
for educational excellence, traditional and digital, represents both the solution to our domestic
skills gap and a massive export opportunity – specifically to the high growth Asian Learning
Market.
The Milamber EdTech fund represents a major strand of our company’s overall strategy to build
a portfolio of interlocking businesses delivering effective learning across the educational spectrum,
globally and at scale. The only way to achieve this is through the adoption of flexible teaching
methodologies delivered through digital technology.
Our decision to partner with Innvotec is based on their historic performance, their deep
understanding of the Alternative Investment Sector and our shared values of openness and
integrity.
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank you for reading this far and I sincerely hope that you
find yourself as enthused as I do about the opportunity to invest in this exciting sector.

Andy Hasoon
Chariman, Milamber Ventures Plc
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Message from John Marsden
Managing Director of Innvotec

Dear Investor,
Innvotec Limited is pleased to announce the launch of – The Milamber Education Technology
Fund “the Fund” or “the Milamber EdTech Fund” – in collaboration with Milamber Ventures
PLC “Milamber”, a specialist in Media & Educational Technologies, with its own focussed
private Investor networks. Milamber is itself quoted on the NEX Exchange.
Andy Hasoon has highlighted the Fund’s focus and the intention is to make The Milamber
EdTech Fund an attractive “go to” proposition for those would-be private Investors and advisers
seeking capital appreciation in an ethical sector that underpins the world of tomorrow, as much
as today’s. The Fund will contribute to the education, employability and welfare of today’s and
future generations, not just in the UK but globally.
The private Investor network that is operated by Milamber has been grown since 2006 to help
fund an increasingly strong stream of investee companies identified by Milamber. The target
companies will be at various stages of their development and range from start-up, through earlystage to early revenue generating, the intention being that investment from the Fund supplements
incoming direct investment from the Milamber network of business angels, VC’s, Corporate
Venture Funds and Family Offices. This breadth of investee candidate ensures that there are
always opportunities for investment in either SEIS or EIS qualifying companies.
Milamber’s knowledge, experience and expertise in the sector attracts a steady, all year-round
flow of interesting investment opportunities which gives Innvotec confidence that Investor
commitments can be wisely invested throughout the year in diversified and interesting portfolios
and that significant gains will be realised.
As with each Innvotec managed Fund, the Milamber EdTech Fund will have “evergreen” status
which means it is open to receive an Investor’s commitment irrespective of the time of year,
with closings on the normal quarter days – and investment into the target companies at the start
of the quarter following. From an Investor’s perspective, this means that their commitment is
invested inside three months and most importantly HMRC certificates are received at the earliest
opportunity and there are no front end charges meaning 100% of commitment attracts tax relief.
As an Alternative Investment Fund Manager (AIFM) Innvotec’s business model is to operate
in conjunction with Strategic Partners, such as Milamber, who possess specific and deep sector
knowledge. Through this approach, Innvotec is able to offer Investors a very wide choice of
investment opportunity.
On behalf of both Milamber Ventures and Innvotec, I hope you find the Fund of interest.

John R Marsden
Chairman, Innvotec
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Overview of the Fund
Objectives
The UK has long been recognised as a world leader in developing new and innovative
technology. Despite the inherent uncertainties arising out of BREXIT, Innvotec remains
confident the UK will remain a particularly attractive location and environment for start-up
and early stage businesses.
The primary objective of the Fund is to generate above average returns for private Investors
whilst the investment focus will remain sector-specific, focussing on opportunities in the
Education arenas, supporting the technology and media related delivery of a broad spectrum
of employee, adult, student, adolescent and child education, training and skill needs.
As with most capital appreciation funds, there will be a bias towards technology and
its application; seeking opportunities to back initiatives that have an ethical bias and
demonstrate relevancy and sustainability.

Offer
The Fund will be a SEIS/EIS Fund, offering investors either or both types of tax relief. On
application to invest, Investors wishing to participate in the ‘hybrid’ option will have their
Commitment allocated between SEIS and EIS eligible companies as indicated both within
this document and in the Application Pack. Alternatively, Investors may opt to have all their
Commitment invested within either SEIS or EIS eligible companies.
• The minimum Fund commitment to the Portfolio of Companies over a twelve-month
period will be £0.5m or such other sum at the Manager’s sole discretion.
• The maximum Fund commitment to the Portfolio of Companies over a twelve-month
period will be £5m.
• The minimum Investor Commitment is £5,000 per investment into the Fund.
• The Investors’ commitment will be invested in full - meaning tax relief on 100% of
investment.
• The Offer will have its Initial Close on 31st March 2018 and thereafter closings will be
on each quarter end-date.
• Innvotec can facilitate adviser and similar charges – subject to formal Investor consent.
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Why Invest in the Milamber Education Technology Fund
Portfolio Companies will be either product or service based – all being within the
broadly-based Education Technology sector. The Milamber EdTech Fund will therefore
provide Investors with:
• The opportunity to invest in a portfolio of SEIS/EIS qualifying companies, with (where
required) a pre-defined proportion of their commitment to be invested in both.
• All portfolio compnanies will have received Advance Assurance from HMRC.
• An experienced and rounded management team for the Fund, both within Innvotec and
Milamber, that together and individually have a demonstrable track record of investment
in emerging private companies.
• Milamber are specialists in EdTech and have the knowledge-base and skills to identify
emerging growth opportunities in this sector.
• Relevant SEIS/EIS tax reliefs in the current tax year, or available for carry-back to the
immediate prior tax year.
• Highly competitive and totally transparent charges.
The Manager and Milamber will seek to nurture and develop existing and new relationships
with Innovation Centres across the UK, university spin-outs, as well as other centres and
sources of innovation such as the BEIS, InnovateUK and Educate in which Milamber
enjoys high levels of engagement. In this way, the Fund can maximise its opportunities for
identifying high potential early growth businesses – both within geographic areas of high
investment activity e.g. tech-cities, and those regions of the country which have traditionally
received less focus from Capital-Centric Investors.
As with all Innvotec-managed Funds, Investors’ interests are paramount and this is embodied
in fee structuring. Innvotec is confidently targeting the Fund to deliver a minimum return of
120% on an Investor’s initial cash capital commitment (i.e. ignoring the benefit of income
tax or CGT deferral reliefs). In parallel, and as a measure of its commitment to the Fund, the
same minimum target rate will apply before any Performance Fee becomes payable to the
Manager, thus the Investors should broadly receive a doubling of their “net” commitment
before any Performance Fee becomes payable (after SEIS relief at 50% and EIS relief at
30%). The actual amount of capital growth will be dependent on the Investor’s allocation
between EIS and SEIS. As with all Innvotec-managed there are no front-end fees meaning
100% of commitment qualifies for tax relief.
The Fund is a growth fund, providing passive but interested Investors with the potential
to make significant capital gains across a portfolio of what, at the outset, will be small,
but ambitious, emerging private companies. The intention is that, over time, a significant
number of the Portfolio Companies will develop to the point where they can deliver
“J-curve” growth in revenue, profit and value, and provide Investors in the Fund with taxfree capital gains.
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The companies forming the Portfolio will be in the early stages of their product and business
development, and each will use the proceeds of investment to advance on their growth curve.
Those in the SEIS Portfolio will be companies at the earliest stage of their journey, i.e.
near start-up. The EIS Portfolio will still be small private companies, but at a slightly more
advanced stage - perhaps seeking a second or subsequent round of investment in support of
market launch or market growth.
Whether the holdings qualify for SEIS or EIS relief, these companies will have the potential
to generate significant capital appreciation - although there is an accompanying level of risk.
Through a combination of rigorous project selection at the outset and subsequent active
monitoring of the Portfolio Companies, the Fund Manager in conjunction with Milamber
aims to reduce the risks – thereby helping enhance prospective returns for Investors.
Specifically, the hybrid nature of the Fund (facilitating investment under both EIS and SEIS)
will allow not only investment in start-up and early stage businesses but also enable followon investment in more developed companies.

“Edtech now a key priority sector for UK Government”

AndLiam Maxwell UK government Chief Technology Advisor

Private Investor Tax Perspective
SEIS is a relatively new - and highly attractive - tax relief which remains largely unknown
and under-used since its introduction in 2012.
The younger “sibling” to EIS, it offers higher rates (currently 50%) of income tax relief
for the subscription of restricted amounts in smaller, early stage companies that have been
trading for less than two years. In addition, it can provide capital gains tax (“CGT”) rollover
reliefs and exemptions on a maximum annual investment of £100,000. Any, and all, gains
from SEIS investments in the Fund’s portfolio companies are free of CGT, if an investment is
held for three years.
EIS is a much longer standing method of tax-efficient investment for the private Investor.
Investment in EIS qualifying companies offers income tax relief at 30%, capital gains tax
rollover relief and all resultant gains from investment in qualifying companies are free of
CGT. An individual can invest up to £1m a year in such companies. Like SEIS, under EIS
an investment can be carried back and treated as if made in the prior tax year, if the Investor
wishes.
All Innvotec-managed Funds carry no “initial charge” – thus 100% of an Investor’s
commitment should qualify for tax relief. The Fund will be managed and administered by
Innvotec Ltd, which on previous Funds has been able to work with portfolio companies to
deliver the relevant tax certificates (EIS3 and SEIS3) on a very timely basis.
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A major benefit is derived from the Fund being “evergreen” with Investor capital being
deployed on a regular basis: Quarterly investing means that Investors do not have to wait a
protracted period before receiving their HMRC certificates.
An expanded and detailed guide to such Investor tax advantages is available on request
from Innvotec.

Split of Individual Commitment between SEIS and EIS
For those Investors seeking to spread their commitment across both SEIS and EIS qualifying
companies, an Investor’s subscription will be allocated across the two schemes based on the
Investment Commitment Bands listed below.
However, an individual Investor may choose to have their commitment invested in a
personalised fashion, with potentially 100% under either SEIS or EIS. Investment allocation
will be selected by the client and agreed with Innvotec at the point of commitment into the
Fund.
Commitment Band
% Invested Into SEIS
% Invested Into EIS
£5,000 to £30,000			40%				60%
£30,000 to £50,000			30%				70%
£50,000 to £100,000		20%				80%
£100,000 to £1m			10%				90%

Innvotec’s Business Model
Innvotec’s business model is structured to raise capital and manage its Funds in conjunction
with carefully selected “strategic partners” – who possess specific knowledge and expertise.
The strategic partners are carefully selected to ensure there is little by way of overlap in their
skills and expertise, which enables Innvotec to offer a range of standalone funds each with a
specific investment focus.
Through the efforts of its strategic partners, Innvotec has access to a continuous stream
of pre-vetted and prequalified investment opportunities. This approach allows investee
companies, who have been identified and vetted by the strategic partner, to “short-circuit”
the lengthy and arduous process of accessing capital - with an increased probability of
success – within a realistic time horizon.
For the EdTech Fund, Milamber will work closely with Innvotec in helping to source
investment opportunities, carry out initial due diligence and, post investment, provide
assistance to the entrepreneurs. This will include making introductions to Milamber’s own
proprietary network of private and institutional Investors and portfolio of businesses.
With an “evergreen” structure, the Fund will accept commitments from Investors on a
quarterly basis, resulting in the Fund being able to continue to support the best opportunities
throughout the year. For the private Investor, the entire process surrounding investment
is streamlined to ensure commitment is put to work quickly and HMRC certificates are
received in a timely manner.
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The Fund will have Closing Dates on each quarter end day, being 31st March, 30th June,
30th September and 31st December in each year. In certain circumstances, the Fund may
permit investment on 4th April, with respect to 31st March quarter end.
It is intended should the minimum commitment be reached that the initial first Closing Date
will be 31st March 2018, with quarterly closings thereafter.
The Manager intends that Commitments received by each closing date will be invested at the
start of the following quarter, into projects which have already been assessed as suitable for
the Fund by both Milamber and Innvotec.
By utilising both the Fund’s structure and the tax advantages on offer within a managed and
balanced portfolio of early stage and growth businesses, the individual Investor is offered an
approach to investing which provides an excellent opportunity to achieve significant tax-free
capital gains whilst providing numerous practical benefits.

Working closely with investee companies
Innvotec will, in most instances, have the option to represent the Fund by virtue of a seat on
the Boards of Portfolio Companies, or, more likely, as a Board observer – thereby helping to
support and be part of subsequent business development.
Milamber will have a key role of assisting Innvotec in its regular reporting to Investors in the
Fund by monitoring the performance of individual companies.
Portfolio Companies and their management teams will be encouraged to target a profitable
exit once the Investor’s three-year holding period has expired and with the intention that all
holdings should be sold within eight years.
Existing Innvotec managed tax-efficient “growth” Funds have delivered strong performance
in both relative and absolute terms – before taking into account the accompanying tax
reliefs.
Innvotec is confident that the new Milamber EdTech Fund will show a similar degree of
success.

To find out more about Innvotec
and the Funds it manages,
please visit the “About Us” page
on our website at www.innvotec.com
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Milamber Ventures Plc and EdTech
The Milamber Ventures Approach
Milamber takes a business-driven approach to any target portfolio company. It works
with the target team and devotes considerable resource to developing a full-blown strategy
covering all aspects of organisational delivery. This “Business First” approach ensures that
only the very best opportunities with “worked-up” investment strategies to be implemented
post investment are ever presented to the investment committee.
The fund is targeted on UK based SEIS/EIS qualifying businesses that conform to Milamber’s
Global Investment Strategy. Not only must the company be able to succeed as an independent
entity it must also be complimentary to Milamber’s other portfolio businesses. This approach
increases revenue potential through global solution selling across the portfolio and provides
scope for higher valuation on exit through the integration of related businesses both inside and
outside of the fund.

Market Opportunity
• EdTech investment is bouncing back from its low point in 2015 with 131 deals closing at
a combined value of $545m in Q1/171.
• The Global EdTech segment of the Learning market is forecast to grow from $190b in
2016 to $586b in 2021 at a CAGR of 24.84%2
• The UK now ranks number 1 for EdTech venture funding in Europe with the market
expected to reach £3.4bn by 20213.
UK educational content and technology is particularly valued in Asia which is seeing the
levels of investment approaching and starting to surpass the US. The Chinese government
recently announced plans to invest heavily in both EdTech start-ups and STEM (Science
Technology, Engineering and Maths) education. The OECD predicts that by 2030,
37 percent of STEM graduates will come from and be based in China presenting huge
export potential for properly positioned western EdTech businesses.
In the UK and US we are seeing particularly robust growth in the non-vocational training
sector due to societal changes and government initiatives. The UK apprenticeship levy
is already starting to drive new business opportunities and the need for more flexible
technology enabled training delivery.

Who is Milamber Ventures Plc?
Milamber Ventures “Milamber” is quoted on the NEX market (MLVP). It is a growth
accelerator working with businesses in the Digital Media, Technology and Learning sectors
with a specific focus on Education in which it sees huge profit potential as Education
embraces digital media and delivery.
1.
2.
3.
4.

EdWeek Market Brief – April 17, 2017
Smart Education and Learning Market - Global Forecast to 2021 – Research and Markets 2016
Education Technology – June 20, 2017
EdTech: No Doubts About it in China – Forbes September 26, 2017
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Its business model is to assist emerging companies in the EdTech sector to develop in return
for both fee income and equity in the companies with which it works.
Increasingly Milamber is seeking to adopting a buy and build approach which involves
investing off its own Balance Sheet in the best interests of those companies that it assists.
Milamber’s activities are all about working with early stage businesses and executive time is
split between;
• building Milamber as a sector champion for Learning through its own buy & build
strategy and expanding
• developing its portfolio of minority equity positions in those high potential early/growth
companies that are being advised and assisted by Milamber
• general fee earning advisory work
In more detail;

Buy & Build

			
A roll-up approach taking
Focus		
ownership and executive
control of complimentary
businesses in the Learning
space

Strategy

Industry focus: Education
40 Capabilities around 4
educational pillars
Leverage geographic
diversification into new
markets through our
business development
network (US/UK then Asia)
Passive/Active involvement

Revenue

Dividend stream, Strategic
exits & Ongoing revenues

Portfolio

Advisory

Grow the number of
portfolio investments

Engage with early stage and
growth businesses where
the team can add value and
the business has potential
to become a portfolio or
acquisition target

Add step change to
individual businesses

(5 active businesses per
partner at any one time)

Option to convert into a
portfolio business

Today 25 businesses
(grow to 150 within 3 years)

Increased visibility of sector
landscape and breaking tech

Sales of equity through exit
events

Regular income through
advisory fees

Business development
commission

Milamber Ventures Objectives for The Milamber EDTech Fund
The investment objective of the Fund is to build value for Investors by investment in
a growth sector that is also ethically sound. Specifically, investment will go towards
assembling a portfolio of SEIS and/or EIS qualifying technology, platform, content, delivery
and enablement companies operating within or focussed on the Education and Media
sectors.
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The sector is quite diverse ranging from businesses that provide underlying technology to
enable learning in developing economies (solar), through video clip libraries for publishers to
virtual/augmented reality platforms to name but a few.
The Funds focus will be on investment in unquoted companies across the United Kingdom
that possess the potential for sales on a global basis with a particular emphasis on selling
into the rapidly growing Asian markets.
The Fund is fully aligned with the UK Government’s and HMRC policy objectives behind
EIS/ SEIS to promote growth, encourage additional investment to support start-ups and
emerging enterprises, and to support job creation.
By ensuring a diverse portfolio of companies that are best of breed in their sector, capable
of high growth and are fully prepared for investment with a complete operational plan,
Milamber helps underwrite the Fund’s primary objective of delivering high capital growth
while minimising risk.
Where appropriate Milamber and the Fund Manager will seek partners to co-invest with
the Fund to ensure sufficient capital is available to fully realise the target company’s delivery
plan in line with the Fund Objectives.
Milamber will continue to play an active role with portfolio companies through weekly face
to face meetings with the founders and executives of a funded business to provide guidance
and oversee deployment of funds. Under normal conditions Milamber and/or the EdTech
Fund will require observer rights or a board seat.
The Milamber EdTech Fund combines the decades of fund management expertise of
Innvotec with the sector experience of Milamber Ventures to provide a unique opportunity
for educated investors to confidently participate in the rapidly growing Educational
Technology market.

Milamber Ventures Strategy
As an investment vehicle, Milamber Ventures invests across the Technology, Media and
Education sectors with a specific focus on Education. Why education? Milamber is
passionate about using education as a tool to change the world for the better. Globally,
educational institutions and systems have been slow to respond to the massive societal
changes and skills gaps engendered by the adoption of emerging technologies. Milamber
sees enormous potential for emerging businesses as the EdTech sector embraces the new
digital world underpinning learning and entertainment. Milamber is building a portfolio of
investments that provide the tools, content and delivery systems to help train and prepare the
workforce of today and tomorrow.
Milamber finds and backs great management teams working in new or established
companies in both the UK and the USA (although those in the USA will not be eligible
for investment through the Fund) that are capable of building and successfully selling real
products and services. Milamber looks for businesses that directly or indirectly improve or
enhance the delivery of learning. The more disruptive they are to established models the
better.
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Where these companies are UK based and SEIS/EIS qualifying they will form part of the
Milamber EdTech Fund.
Milamber is building a diverse but complimentary portfolio of businesses that provides scope
for integration and roll-up, generating exit events for the Fund
The Fund through Milamber will offer capital appreciation with managed risk:
•

Sector specific portfolio of 10-20 companies for the Fund

•

Targeting new and established companies with strong management teams

•

Typical investment size £100,000 to £250,000

•

Typically hold investments for a period of 5-6 years on average

The Fund will benefit from Milamber’s privileged sources of deal flow – many opportunities
originate with management teams, industry players and Investors that Milamber has worked
with in the past.
Milamber’s investment team is drawn from industry veterans with real-world experience
both investing in and managing growth businesses in the Educational and Technology
Sectors. The core team has worked together on various projects for over 10 years.
Milamber’s process driven approach to portfolio management from Screening through to
Delivery ensures repeatable, measurable performance across the investment lifecycle
(Figure 1 - Development Stages).
Milamber undertakes robust and in-depth due diligence not just with the aim of verifying the
business model, product and team but usually seeking to improve all aspects of it. Milamber
calls this process “Due Diligence Plus”. The aim is to add value and get the target business
to be “Investment Ready”.

Figure 1 - Development Stages
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Milamber maintains a hands-on approach post-investment, monitoring delivery and
performance; providing strategic and tactical guidance and where necessary effecting
structural change to keep the business on-plan. Observer rights are required as a minimum
to accompany investment.
As part of the investment process Milamber always look for additional forms of finance
including co-investment, R&D Tax Credits and Grants.
Milamber is a strong believer in finance through sales as the best route to delivering
shareholder value. To this end the Company has built a business development network
across the UK and the USA which is leveraged to generate channel and re-sale relationships
for portfolio businesses. The value generation model is per figure 2 below;

Figure 2 - Value Generation

Milamber Ventures Associated Business Model
The EdTech Fund model is relatively straight forward and is best seen as operating as a
subset of the Milamber Ventures Global Education Innovation Strategy.
The Fund is innovative in its exclusive focus on the Educational Enablement sector which is
seeing rapid growth and disruption on a global scale.
Milamber’s Investment Development Process ensures close oversight and management of
investee businesses.

Portfolio Company Exit Strategy
Exits will be achieved through various routes: where applicable through a trade sale as part
of Milamber Ventures’ own broader buy and build strategy; trade sale to a third party; sales
of shares to new/other investors; or via IPO.
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The expected average holding period for any business should be around sixty months.
The intention is that companies should start to “exit” the fund from the fourth year of
investment.
As an Evergreen Fund an individual investor’s portfolio should at any given point in time
comprise holdings in a range of companies at different stages of development “a balanced”
portfolio providing Investors with regular opportunities for divestment.
Portfolio businesses are selected on their attractiveness for acquisition at some time in the
future and, as such, should provide regular exit opportunities at strong uplift in valuations
for the Fund.

Why Milamber Ventures Plc?
Based on its experience over many years, Innvotec believes that the all-important feature
in successful growth-fund investment is the quality and composition of the management
team in the underlying businesses. Milamber Ventures brings real world entrepreneurial
experience, investment know-how and in-depth subject matter expertise to the table. Success
is underwritten by the process-driven approach of the team to the researching, selecting and
supporting of portfolio businesses.
As portfolio businesses grow, the Milamber Team has the capability to provide advice and
specialist expertise as needed through the extensive Milamber Ambassador Network. Where
necessary, it is able to bring in experience executives to bolster the founder management
teams via that same network.
The “Due Diligence Plus” and “Business First” approach championed by Milamber ensures
that not only are the right targets selected for investment, but with the “on the ground”
support provided by the Milamber team they are more likely to realise their post-investment
potential.
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Fund Key Facts Summary
Key Facts Summary
Fund Capital:
• The minimum annual commitment for the Fund, subject to the Manager’s discretion, will
be set at £0.5m.
•

The maximum annual commitment to the Fund will be £5m.

Individual Subscriptions:
• The minimum commitment to the Fund will be £5,000.
•

There is no maximum level for an individual commitment, but prospective Investors
should note the tax reliefs’ threshold of £100,000 per annum for SEIS and £1m per
annum for EIS. However, subject to personal circumstances, individuals may carry back
investments to the prior tax year and if there is scope for carry back, the limits can be
doubled with full tax relief available thereon.

Fund Status:
• Investors will provide subscription capital for direct investment into investee companies
(“Portfolio Companies”) which are selected by the Manager. Accordingly, the Fund itself
is not a separate legal entity, but is instead a portfolio of companies managed on the
Investors’ behalf by the Manager.
Custodian Arrangements:
• Shares in the Portfolio Companies will be registered in the name of Innvotec (Nominees)
Limited as Custodian for the individual Investors, under the designation Milamber
EdTech Fund.
Beneficial ownership:
• Each Investor will have their own personal portfolio, based on the Manager’s allocation
of capital subscriptions at the relevant time. Although the underlying shares will be
held in the name of the Custodian, the beneficial owner of the shares will always be the
individual Investor.
Fund Manager
• Innvotec Limited will be the appointed Fund Manager. Innvotec is an FCA authorised
AIFM and has been involved in the making and managing of investments in start-up and
early-stage companies since 1987, with a particular focus on EIS and SEIS funds since
2009.
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Investment Adviser
• Milamber Ventures PLC will be the appointed Investment Adviser (alternatively referred
to as Strategic Partner). Milamber are specialists in the Educational Technology &
Media and related business sectors. Milamber’s own team has extensive experience in
this area, in excess of a cumulative 50 years, together with proven expertise in respect
of understanding the relevant industry technology, commercialisation strategies and the
financing techniques which are required to bring innovative technologies to market.
Fund Focus
• Opportunities in start-up, early stage, and developing companies that are operating
within the Education arena, supporting the technology and media related delivery of a
broad spectrum of employee, adult, student, adolescent and child education, training and
skill education needs.
Investment and Realisation:
• The Fund will be set up on an “evergreen” basis, meaning that it is open-ended and
available for continuous investment.
• Quarterly closing dates, commencing from 31st March 2018, will trigger the Manager’s
investment of Investor commitment received during the prior period.
• All Commitments received will be invested within three months of the relevant quarterly
Closing Date, although the Manager withholds the right to invest over a longer period
should the Manager, at its sole, discretion, determine that there are insufficient worthy
opportunities.
• The Fund will not have a fixed termination date and will only finally close when all of
the shareholdings in the Portfolio Companies have been fully realised. Individuals will
realise capital returns from their personal portfolio within the Fund at the point that exit
proceeds are received from investee companies.
• The Fund Manager’s intention is to realise the maximum number of exits from the
Portfolio between three and eight years from the date of investment and to have
an orderly wind down of the Investor’s portfolio thereafter. The ultimate date of
termination will depend on the Manager’s ability to generate sufficient exits from the
Portfolio to ensure that only a minimum of shares, if any, in Portfolio Companies are
distributed in specie to Investors.
Initial Charges:
• Initial Charge – 0%.
• No initial charge is made against an Investor’s Commitment, meaning that 100% of the
capital subscribed will be invested into the Portfolio Companies and will fully qualify for
SEIS/EIS tax relief as appropriate.
Ongoing and Exit Charges:
• Ongoing charges comprise Annual Management Fees set at 1.5% of the original capital
investment in a Portfolio Company, deferred until proceeds from disposals provide the
Fund with sufficient cash for the accrued fees to be paid.
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• Exit charges comprise Performance Fees set at 30% of the “positive upside” over the
Investment Hurdle, being a 120% return of an Investor’s commitment to the Fund and
NOT per realised investment.
• Because the Fund will be fully invested at the outset, the Annual Management Fee is
deferred and can only be paid from the exit proceeds arising out of the realisation of
investments.
NOTE: VAT will be chargeable on all Fund charges at the prevailing rate (currently 20%).
Tax Matters:
• It is anticipated that SEIS and/or EIS relief will be available on the full amount of an
Investor Commitment.
• Each Investor will receive the appropriate SEIS/EIS certificate to validate their tax relief
claims in respect of each separate Portfolio Company in which they beneficially own
shares.

“ We should aim to embed digital intelligence into the way we work so
that children become informed users and creators””

John Camp, senior executive headteacher, Compass Partnership of Schools
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Tax Reliefs Available Under the Fund
For a detailed guide to Investor tax advantages, both EIS and SEIS, please see separate
documentation in the “Know More About Tax Efficient Investment” guide available from
Innvotec.

“One issue that is raised almost everywhere is the shortage of skills

and how we equip people with the training they need to access secure
and well-paid employment. ”

Andy Burnham, Mayor of Greater Manchester

The Honeycomb Works
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Operation and Structure of the Fund
Overview
•

Innvotec is responsible for the safekeeping of investments, settlement of
transactions, and collection of any income, as well as sale proceeds, together with
all other administrative matters in relation to the Investments and Management
of the Fund.

•

With regard to voting rights in Portfolio Companies, Innvotec will act or refrain
from acting at its sole discretion and as it sees fit.

•

Innvotec Nominees Ltd, as the registered holder of shares owned by Investors, is
not obliged to forward any notices from portfolio companies to Investors in the
Fund.

Selection of Fund Investments
•

The initial screening and selection of the Fund’s Investments will be conducted by
Milamber, but any and all Investments will only be made on terms acceptable to
Innvotec.

•

Innvotec will make its decisions on the basis of whether each investee company
will continue to remain SEIS or EIS qualifying, as well as being able to fulfil the
Fund’s investment criteria and meeting its own strategy and objectives over time.

•

Innvotec is not restricted to investing solely in those companies identified by
Milamber, but providing there are sufficient suitable opportunities, Innvotec will
endeavour so to do.

•

Innvotec will be solely responsible for all investment decisions.

•

While Innvotec and Milamber work closely together, each has its own
responsibilities in relation to the management and thus the future success of the
Fund, see Page 25 and Appendix 3 for details.

Sale of Investments, Termination of, and Withdrawal from, the Fund
•

The Fund is best described as “evergreen”, this means it has no fixed term and
Investors’ Commitments will be received and invested on an ongoing quarterly
basis.

•

The intention is for each Investor to have a defined Portfolio within the Fund and
it is the Manager’s intention to secure an orderly realisation of each Investor’s
Portfolio of investee companies as soon as possible after an indicative five-year
holding period although exits will be sought at the earliest opportunity.

•

Portfolio Companies will, at the time of Investment, typically be at the earlier
stages in their growth and as such, the risk in the Fund is above average.
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•

Each Portfolio Company is likely to require further cash to fund growth and there
is no guarantee that further funds can be raised per se, or at a per share valuation
which is at least the equivalent of the price per share at which the Fund will have
invested.

•

The manager anticipates that there will be a gradual realisation of Investments
prior to an Investor’s interest in the Fund terminating.

•

The cash proceeds of realised Investments will be placed on deposit and held as
Client Money in accordance with FCA rules; alternatively, it may be invested in
fixed interest government securities or other investments of a similar risk profile
pending distribution to Investors.

•

On termination of an Investor’s interest in the Fund, proceeds will be paid or will
have already been paid in instalments to Investors in advance of the Investor’s
Portfolio being fully realised (subject only to the approval of HM Revenue &
Customs that all Portfolio Companies have maintained qualifying status).

•

Innvotec does not intend to dispose of or realise any holdings in Portfolio
Companies within a minimum period of three years following the making of such
investments, as this would result in a loss of Investors’ tax relief.

•

However, there may be circumstances when Innvotec deems it to be in the best
financial interests of Investors to dispose of or otherwise realise an Investment
before the expiry of such minimum three-year period, despite the loss of
associated tax relief, and reserves the right to do so.

•

Innvotec has sole discretion over determining the timing of any disposals or realisations.

•

Any partial disposal or other realisation of an Investment will be on the basis that
each Investor disposes of a pro-rata number of his or her shares.

•

On the ultimate termination of the Fund, should any holdings within an
Investor’s Portfolio not be realised, an Investor can decide whether to receive a
transfer of the shares relating to all of their Investments remaining in the Fund,
or instead for the Fund Manager to sell all those Investments. Any such sale will
depend on there being a market for the shares, in which case, the sale proceeds
will be paid to the Investor.

•

Investors are entitled to withdraw in full (but not in part) from the Fund at any time.
Investors who withdraw from the Fund inside three years will lose any SEIS or EIS
reliefs and may incur external transaction and exit costs from such a withdrawal.

•

Given the nature of the underlying investments in the Fund, being shares in
unquoted companies, and a commitment (other than in the initial quarterly
closing) to invest fully within 3 months of each Closing Date, the possibility exists
that there will be insufficient cash available in the Fund to make any repayment
in cash prior to any exits having been made.

Reporting and Post-Investment Monitoring
Investors in the Fund will receive (from Innvotec) notification of each Investment made
after the end of what will be a maximum three months Investment Period, and semi-annual
reports detailing their individual investment Portfolio and including progress reports on
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companies within that Portfolio. Innvotec may seek the right to appoint a non-executive
director or board observer to each of the Portfolio Companies in order to represent
Investors’ interests and to report to the Fund Manager.
Every Portfolio Company will be required to provide Innvotec with regular management
information, to enable close monitoring of its progress.

Dividends
Given the nature of the underlying companies, Innvotec does not anticipate that any
investment will yield a dividend. In the unlikely event that dividends from any Portfolio
Company are received, these will be distributed to Investors as soon as practicable after
receipt. Any income received on shares held through the Fund may be subject to income tax
in the hands of an Investor.

Tax Advantages
The Milamber EdTech Fund will invest only in SEIS / EIS-qualifying companies, in order to
enable the Investors to utilise, if they wish, the resultant taxation advantages.
Qualifying Investors should be in a position to claim tax relief on their Investments through
the Fund in respect of either the current tax year or carry back to the prior tax year for the
amount invested in the Portfolio Companies.
Taxation treatment depends on the individual circumstances of the Investor. An expanded
and detailed guide to such Investor tax advantages is available from Innvotec.

Fund Relationship with Investors
The structure of the Fund is such that each Investor enters into a separate Fund Management
Agreement with Innvotec to provide a discretionary, portfolio investment management
service which is in line with the Investors’ wishes as to the type or types of tax relief sought.
•

Each Investor will be able, if such an option is sought, to specify within the
prescribed bands the percentage of his or her Commitment allocated to each of
EIS and SEIS.

•

Subscriptions for the Fund will be accepted up until each quarter’s Closing Date,
with the Initial Closing Date being 31st March 2018.

To help maintain and enhance the capital invested by the Fund in the Portfolio Companies,
the Manager will work alongside Milamber to help identify further investment for the most
promising of the Portfolio Companies in subsequent fundraising exercises. However, there
is no guarantee that any Portfolio Company will receive subsequent investment from either
third parties or other Funds managed by Innvotec.
The overriding factor for the Manager is to maintain the highest possible equity stake
for the Fund in any Portfolio Company over what are likely to be multiple Fundraisings.
Specifically, the Manager aims to ensure, as far as is possible, that any further equity raised
is at a price per share that at least matches the price paid by the Fund.
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Milamber Ventures and Innvotec Roles
Milamber Ventures and Innvotec will communicate and liaise frequently with monthly
meetings, helping to determine the future strategies which will maximise Investor returns.
Marketing events will be arranged and structured to enable close interaction with both
Investors and financial advisers, allowing access to the management of both Milamber
Ventures and Innvotec, as well as that of investee companies.

Investment Process
COMPANY GROWTH

MILAMBER VENTURES PLC

Deal Origination Work

Milamber identifies unfulfilled needs in growing market
sectors & seeks out leading edge proprietary
technologies with the potential to meet those needs

Opportunity Identified

Commercial opportunity evaluated, thorough due
diligence carried out, IP secured, business plan
developed

Company Formed

Company formed around the lead technologists with
Milamber principal in key Board role

Seed Round

Milamber, or its principals, friends & family invest in a
seed round, part of which may be from Innvotecmanaged SEIS Funds

Company Growth

Funds raised to achieve next business plan milestone.
Valuation at each round set by the Board in discussion
with potential investors (including Innvotec).

Funding Rounds
Series A, A+, B…

Investment Memorandum prepared for each funding round

Cashflow Breakeven

Industry & market specialists recruited into key roles as
company matures

Further Growth

Milamber roles increasingly non-executive

INNVOTEC

Review and updating of due diligence. Agreement on terms of
investment (subject to Investment Advisory Committee approval &
sufficient commitments to invest from external parties)
Investment Proposal prepared for consideration by Innvotec
Investment Advisory Committee which recommends (or not) to
Innvotec Board. Board authorises investment
Formal verification undertaken on Investment Memoranda before
being approved under Innvotec’s FCA authorisation
Role of Board Observer taken up under formal contract. Observer
attends Board meetings, investor presentations & provides
corporate governance oversight
Half yearly reports to Milamber SEIS / EIS investors on progress of
portfolio.

Profitability
Exit

Detailed due diligence alongside Milamber and, if appropriate,
independent review of Milamber due diligence

Milamber important in identifying & negotiating exit

INVESTOR RETURNS

Innvotec’s Role as Fund Manager
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regulated since 1989
Suite of permissions including holding & controlling client money and assets
All aspects of Fund Management
Investment Advisory Committee
Investment making
Portfolio company monitoring
Investor reporting

How Innvotec and Milamber Work Together
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monthly meetings
Regular teleconferences
Discussions on future strategies to maximise investor returns
Marketing events to both investors and advisers
Long-term contractual relationship
Independent of each other
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Costs and Charges
Initial Costs
The initial costs and expenses incurred in setting up the Milamber EdTech Fund (the “Initial
Cost”) will be met in full by the Manager. Innvotec will be responsible for paying all legal,
issue and start-up costs and undertakes to do so.

Adviser Charges
Adviser charges are costs that individual Investors have agreed with their advisers in
payment for the advice they have provided. If agreed between an individual Investor and
their adviser, Innvotec can facilitate any agreed charges to the adviser from that individual’s
subscription to the Fund. Innvotec will deduct such costs from the individual’s Commitment
and pay them to their adviser. Tax reliefs will, however, only be available on the net amount
invested into the Fund.

Introducing Agent Charges
For non-advised (“execution-only”) applications, a charge may be levied by an introducing
agent if the individual Investor has one. Such a charge will be agreed in advance with
the Investor concerned and Innvotec will deduct such agreed costs from that Investor’s
Commitment and pay them to their introducing agent. Tax reliefs will, however, only be
available on the net amount invested into the Fund.

Fund Fees
As a standard marketplace incentive, Innvotec and Milamber will be entitled to a total
Performance Fee based on the amount returned to Investors. The terms of the Performance
Fee are set out on a basis which the Manager believes is highly competitive within the overall
market and which provides Investors with a much fairer profit-sharing arrangement:
•

The Performance Fee will be 30% of the Investor’s “excess” return over 120% of
their initial gross commitment (the “Hurdle Condition”). Thus, on a gross return
of 150% from an investment, the Performance Fee would be 9% of an Investors
initial commitment (equating to 6% of the gross return).

•

An Annual Management Fee of 1.5% is charged to cover the ongoing services
provided by the Manager, including reporting to Investors along with the Fund’s
administration and accounting. This fee is deferred until there is sufficient cash in
the Fund from asset disposals for it to be paid.

Investors’ holdings have been exited, the Manager shall write-off and bear any amounts so
owed.
There are no other fees to be paid by the Investor during the lifetime of the Fund.
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Value Added Tax (“VAT”)
All charges and fees referred to in this Information Memorandum are stated exclusive of
VAT, which shall be payable in addition thereto at the prevailing rate.

Administration or Transaction Charges
Apart from the Annual Management Fees and Performance Fees detailed on page 26,
no other fees or expenses (including administration fees, custodian fees, transaction fees
or costs for transferring investments into the name of an Investor entitled thereto) will be
directly payable by an Investor to Innvotec, or to Innvotec (Nominees) Limited, the initial
registered holders of all shares in the Portfolio Companies.
Accordingly, subject to their own tax status, each Investor will receive SEIS or EIS Tax
Relief on 100% of their Commitment to the Fund.

Essential Learning Company
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Risks
An investment in the Fund is subject to a number of risks, given the nature of the private
companies targeted. Before making any investment decision, prospective Investors should
consider carefully the risks attaching to an investment in the Fund together with fully
reviewing all other information contained in this document, including, in particular, the risk
factors described below. This information does not purport to be exhaustive.
Additional risks and uncertainties not presently known to the Fund Manager, or that
the Fund Manager currently deems immaterial, may also have an adverse effect on the
businesses of the Portfolio Companies. Potential Investors should consider carefully
whether an investment in the Fund is suitable for them in the light of the information in this
Information Memorandum and their personal circumstances.
Potential Investors should read this Information Memorandum in its entirety and consider
the particular risk factors that follow when assessing the suitability of a Commitment
to the Fund.

Investment Risks
The Fund will primarily invest in either identified start-ups or known, but still relatively
early stage, opportunities. Such a focus increases both the risks and the potential rewards for
Investors.
Potential Investors are recommended to seek independent financial and tax advice before
committing. Please note that an investment in the Fund is speculative and the Fund Manager
is unable to provide you with advice about whether you should commit to the Fund.
•

The Milamber EdTech Fund Portfolio will comprise investments in unquoted
companies that are start-up or small, early stage businesses or similar, and
unlikely to be profitable or cash generative at the time of investment and, as such,
have to be viewed as carrying a higher than average level of risk.

•

The value of shares can go down as well as up and this could result in an Investor
incurring a partial or total loss of his or her Commitment. A potential Investor
who cannot afford to lose all of his or her Commitment to the Fund should not
consider committing.

•

There is no guarantee that the valuation of shares in a Portfolio Company will
fully reflect their underlying net asset value or that the shares may be acquired or
disposed of at that valuation, or at all.

•

The past performance of other Innvotec-managed Funds is not a guide to the
future performance of the Fund.

•

The past performance of any investment(s) is not to be regarded as an indication
of the future performance of that or any investments made by the Fund. No
guarantee is given as to the performance of investments made by the Fund or the
level of capital gains or income which will be generated by such investments.
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•

The Fund will invest in unquoted companies whose securities are not publicly
traded or freely marketable and, as such, the market for their shares is illiquid
and uncertain by its nature. This results in a higher level of risk than a portfolio
of quoted shares.

•

It may take considerable time to realise any of the Fund’s investments, or it may
not be possible to realise them at all.

•

It may be difficult to obtain accurate information to determine the current value
of the Fund’s investments and market makers are unlikely to be prepared to deal
in them.

•

There can be no guarantee that the commercial objectives of the underlying
Portfolio Companies will be achieved.

•

Subscription to a Fund such as this should not be considered a short-term
investment. Should any withdrawal within a minimum period of three years after
investments into Portfolio Companies be possible, it will result in the loss of EIS
or SEIS relief on those investments. The Fund Manager intends to begin to seek
exits for the underlying investments made by the Fund after three years with the
objective of an exit across an Investor’s entire Portfolio within eight years, but
given the stage of development of the companies, it is possible that investments
could be held for eight years and perhaps considerably longer.

•

The unquoted companies targeted by the Fund will have small management teams and
are highly dependent on the skill and commitment of a small number of individuals.

•

Smaller unquoted companies requiring more than one round of additional equity
of the type provided by the Fund commonly experience significant change and
carry higher risks than investments in larger or more established businesses.

•

Technology or scientific research related risks may be greater in small, unquoted
companies, although this may be justified by the potential for significantly higher
returns from such investments.

•

The level of debt (or any other prior ranking funding or securities) used by
Portfolio Companies may significantly increase risk.

•

The assets, including intellectual property rights, held by Portfolio Companies
may be charged as security to other funders. Accordingly, if the terms set out in
the security documents are not adhered to, the security holder may enforce its
security and the Portfolio Company will no longer control those assets.

•

The returns generated by the Fund may be affected by changes to bank base rates.
The Portfolio Companies may have cash on deposit prior to beginning to trade
and the profits generated from the trade may also be affected by the level of interest rates.

•

The Fund may be the holder of minority interests in Portfolio Companies and
accordingly may have little or no ability to influence how the business of that
company is conducted. This may also include sale of a Portfolio Company
within the three years holding period if the financial gain is deemed attractive,
and, although considered unlikely, a revocation of SEIS or EIS status or adverse
shareholder rights being imposed by a later Investor.

•

Changes in economic conditions and the political climate can adversely affect the
prospects of the Portfolio Companies.
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The above list is not intended to be comprehensive.
This Information Memorandum contains forward looking statements which reflect the
Fund Manager’s view of future events and outcomes. Actual events could lead to outcomes
which differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements. Potential Investors are
cautioned not to place undue reliance on such statements.

Taxation Risks
•

It is the intention of the Fund Manager to make investments in identified
unquoted companies which are qualifying under current SEIS or EIS legislation
at the time of investment. However, the Fund Manager cannot guarantee that
all Investments will continue to qualify for any SEIS or EIS tax relief or indeed
the continued availability of SEIS or EIS tax reliefs to the Investor relating to any
individual Investment.

•

This in turn depends on compliance with the requirements of the SEIS and EIS tax
legislation by both the Investor and Portfolio Company.

•

The sale or other disposal of shares in a Portfolio Company within the period of
three years following their issue will result in any income tax saved from making
of the investment becoming payable to HM Revenue & Customs.

•

The levels and bases of reliefs from taxation may change or such reliefs may
be withdrawn. The tax reliefs referred to in this document are those currently
available and their value depends on the individual circumstances of Investors
initially and throughout the holding life of the Investments.

•

The dates on which initial SEIS and EIS Tax Relief and Capital Gains Tax
Reinvestment Relief are available are known only when the Fund makes its
underlying Investments. Any delays in investment into the Fund’s Portfolio
Companies may have a resultant effect on the opportunity to defer CGT on an
earlier disposal.

•

The ability of the Investor to obtain the tax reliefs referred to in this document
is subject to the Investor making the proper claims to HM Revenue & Customs
within the requisite time limits and the Investor may lose such reliefs if the
relevant claim is not so made.

•

The Fund has been designed with United Kingdom resident tax payers in mind. It
may not be appropriate or advantageous for a person who is not resident in the
United Kingdom for tax purposes to invest in the Fund.

•

The Fund Manager will not normally take into account the individual tax
positions of Investors and therefore the actions of the Fund Manager or Portfolio
Companies could give rise to a partial loss of the Investor’s SEIS or EIS Tax Relief
or other tax advantages.

Taxation treatment depends on the individual circumstances of the Investor and may change
in the future.
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Fund Administration and Compliance
Closing Date and Fund Size
The Fund will be open to applications until a date (the “Closing Date”), the first of which
will be 31st March 2018 subject to the Minimum Commitment being raised.
The Fund will thereafter have a series of Closing Dates on each of the normal quarter days.
The minimum subscription by an Investor in the Fund is £5,000 and in multiples of £1,000
thereafter. There is no maximum subscription, although SEIS Tax Reliefs and Capital
Gains Tax Reinvestment Reliefs for each Investor are only available for up to £100,000
in aggregate invested in a tax year (whether invested through the Fund or otherwise); the
corresponding limit for EIS is £1m. However, for both SEIS and EIS purposes, an Investor
may utilise any unused SEIS/EIS Tax Relief capacity for the prior year.
The maximum aggregate subscriptions to the Fund in any twelve-month period will be
£5,000,000. If applications to subscribe in excess of this amount are received, subscriptions
will then be accepted by the Fund Manager in the order in which they have been received.
Accordingly, subscriptions in excess of this amount will be returned by the Fund Manager to
the relevant applicant.
The Manager, at its sole discretion, reserves the right to increase the maximum size of the
annual commitment to the Fund should demand warrant such an increase.
The Manager has sole discretion on the minimum subscription to be raised for the Fund.
However, as at the date of this Information Memorandum, it is the Manager’s opinion that
the minimum viable aggregate commitments to the Fund in the first twelve months will be
£500,000.

Split of Commitment between SEIS and EIS
Each Investor’s Commitment to the Fund will be invested either exclusively, or in a
combination of, SEIS and EIS qualifying companies. For those investing in the hybrid option,
the amount to be invested in each class of relief is determined by their absolute level of
Commitment per the following table:
Commitment Band
% Invested Into SEIS
% Invested Into EIS
£5,000 to £30,000			40%				60%
£30,000 to £50,000			30%				70%
£50,000 to £100,000		20%				80%
£100,000 to £1m			10%				90%
For those Investors opting for a combination of SEIS and EIS, the intention is to build a
balanced portfolio of at least four holdings in both categories with Portfolio Companies at
varying stages of their development cycle.
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The projected blend of an investment across SEIS and EIS will provide an average
income tax relief to the Investor of between 32% and 38% – depending upon the split of
Commitment per the above table. However, an individual Investor may choose to have their
commitment invested in a personalised fashion, with potentially 100% under either SEIS
or EIS. Investment allocation will be selected by the client and agreed with Innvotec at the
point of commitment into the Fund.

How to Invest
An Application Form and a copy of the Fund Management Agreement are available on
request from Innvotec or from the Innvotec website: www.innvotec.com. The form should
be completed in full, including any and all certificates and evidence required, and returned to
Innvotec plus a cheque or a completed telegraphic transfer for the amount subscribed.
The intended initial Closing Date for Commitments to the Milamber EdTech Fund is
31st March 2018.
Innvotec is required to seek information from potential Investors to assess whether they
have the knowledge and experience necessary to understand the risks connected with a
Commitment to the Fund.
Potential Investors will be required to have completed the Client Suitability and
Appropriateness Form, which accompanies the Application Form, together with providing
any certification or evidence required, in particular, with respect to identification and
appropriate source of funds, prior to making a Commitment.

“ 2035 may sound far off but the reality is that organisations need to

get to grips with the ageing workforce challenge today or face skills
shortages that will affect their ability to grow or deliver key services in
the very near future. ”

Ben Willmott, Head of Public Policy at the CIPD
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Milamber Team
Milamber’s UK Team

		Andy Hasoon
		Chairman

		Anastasia Bloom
		
Head of Investor Relations

A serial entrepreneur; Media, Technology and
Education Strategist for over 20 years, Andy set
up Courseleader.com, a business which specialised
in IT training and founded 50 Lessons. Andy has
been involved in several mergers and acquisitions,
and has secured various types of equity funding
from a range of sources to help develop process and
profitability improvement.

Global experience of fund raising and investor
access 20 year career in investment banking with
focus on international equity capital markets.
Recently Anastasia has worked in the Private Client
and Family Office space, sourcing direct investment
opportunities.

		Christian Andrew
		Managing Partner

Anna Halpern-Lande
		Non-Executive Director

A Business Development and Marketing
Communications Strategist with an Entrepreneurial
Background; Christian began as Business
Development Manager at WPP before progressing
to Head of Operations for WPP’s Global
Vodafone and Russian MTS Teams. Christian has
subsequently held a number of roles within business
strategy as well as leading companies as Managing
Director. He now specialises in business process and
profitability improvement.

A senior member of Shell Technology Ventures.
Before joining Shell in 2010, Anna was Vice
President and Co-Founder of Tellurian Biodiesel,
a leading California bio-diesel company. Anna
also co-founded Cyrnell LLC, a consulting firm
specialising in the renewable energy and clean hightech sector. Previously she has worked for Booz
Allen & Hamilton and Wells Fargo & Company.
Anna has an AB from Harvard University and an
MBA from MIT Sloan.

		Jason Velody
		
Managing Partner & 		
		Operations Director

		Dapo Ladimeji
		Non-Executive Director
Chartered Accountant, Finance Strategist and Policy
Advisor, ICAEW Lecturer and International Tax
Expert. Dapo currently manages his own practice
based in the city and was previously International
Tax Partner at Chantrey Vellacott having set up the
department. His clients have included many of the
world’s largest companies and industries and Dapo
has also sat on the board of a number of charitable
organisations.

A serial entrepreneur; Telecoms & Software
Development and Education specialist, Jason has
a track record of successfully bringing profitable
services and products to market alongside broad
management experience. He worked as a Senior
Partner within a successful IT and Telecoms
consultancy as well as serving as Founder and CTO
at PacketExchange and COO of ExpertMarkets Inc.
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Milamber’s USA Team

		Tim Moore
		Managing Director,
		Milamber USA

		Steve Hammersly
		Partner
Steve spent the first years of his career economic
modelling and forecasting, which led him into
programming and custom software application
development. He subsequently spent fifteen years
as a technology entrepreneur, founding an IT
consulting firm and later a knowledge management
software company. In 2000 Steve moved into
the education space, undertaking corporate
development, M&A, technology and media
partnerships, and innovation work for Pearson
Education.

A Publishing and Education specialist. He build a
computer/IT publisher from $5MM to $100MM
in 8 years; started and built a business consumer
publisher from zero to $20MM in 7 years, and
started a Business School Masters Degree online
initiative that captured almost $10MM in the first
year.

		Bill Hughes
		Partner
As a 30-year veteran of the technology industry,
he played leading roles at CambridgeInnovation
Center, Sapient and Cambridge Technology
Partners. Recently, Bill was Chief Strategy Officer
at Learning Objects, a growth-stage ed tech startup acquired by Cengage Learning in 2015. At
Pearson, Bill was Vice President of Global Strategy
and Business Development where he advised
its executive team on growth strategies in postsecondary markets.
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Innvotec Team
Innvotec Team

		John Marsden
		Chairman

		Nigel Tobin
		Managing Director

John has spent 30 years in early stage venture
capital, of which the last 30 years have been in
fund management. His involvement in venture
capital started as a director of a venture backed
media-technology business and then as part of a
company doctoring team undertaking assignments
in underperforming venture investments.

Nigel has over 30 years’ experience in the financial
services sector with strong disciplines in operations,
IT, strategy and business transformations. Nigel’s
involvement in venture capital started as an angel
investor and business owner, through which he first
met Innvotec.
With a strong belief that supporting the right
start-up and early stage businesses to achieve their
full market potential through a mix of appropriate
funding and mentoring support, Nigel has recently
stepped into the role of Managing Director.

John progressed to fund management in 1986 when
he joined Baillie Gifford to head their technology
team before joining Innvotec in 1990 and becoming
Managing Director in 2001.
John is a qualified chartered accountant. His earlier
years were as a financial director of an international
music publisher and as European Director of
finance in a US computer company.

Nigel believes Innvotec is well positioned to nurture
and invest in new technologies that exploit advances
in science and engineering and thus drive good
returns for early stage investors taking advantage
of the EIS and SEIS Tax Relief Schemes.
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Appendix 1
Definition of EdTech

EdTech
EdTech, short for education technology is a broad term that covers everything from simple
computer based training courses to teach basics skills such as grammar or food safety,
through to multi-media digital learning systems using cutting edge immersive technologies
to provide simulation of real-world environments for training the likes of engineers, military
personnel and science graduates.
The underlying technology within EdTech has developed from basic teach and test to multipath learning platforms, incorporating video, distributed classrooms and gamification.
Just as with other industries such as entertainment, finance and manufacturing, the world
is seeing a digital revolution in the way that learning is generated, delivered and consumed.
New companies and business models are emerging that are disrupting the traditional
processes by which education is delivered.
Learners are no longer restricted by location, time or background. Education is becoming
increasingly democratized. Quality learning is increasingly available via the internet in
multiple formats that allow interactive participation and interaction with educators from
almost anywhere. Innovative revenue models such as “pay as you go” or sponsorship are
allowing students from poorer backgrounds or emerging economies to compete with those
from the developed nations.
Edtech is transforming how education is resourced, delivered and consumed and will
ultimately deliver the learning for life approach that the constantly evolving knowledge
economy desperately requires. The result for individuals and society as a whole can only be
for the greater good.
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Appendix 2
Glossary of Terms

AIM: The Alternative Investment Market of the
London Stock Exchange.

Commitment: An amount of money subscribed to
the Fund by an Investor on signing the Application
Form.

Annual Management Fee: The annual management
fee payable to the Fund Manager as described in
this Information Memorandum.

EIS: The Enterprise Investment Scheme as set out in
Chapter 4 of Part 5A Income Tax Act (ITA 2007).

Application Form: An application form to invest
in the Fund in the form provided by the Fund
Manager.

EIS (or SEIS) Qualifying Company: A company
which is a qualifying company for EIS (or SEIS)
purposes.

Applicable Investor: Means (1) professional
clients, (2) retail clients who confirm that, in
relation to a Commitment to the Fund, they have
received regulated investment advice or investment
management services from an authorised person, (3)
retail clients who are venture capital or corporate
finance contacts (4) retail clients who self-certify
or are certified as sophisticated investors, (5) retail
clients who are certified as high net worth investors
or (6) retail clients who certify that they have not
invested, and will not invest, more than 10% of
their net investible assets in non-readily realisable
securities.

EIS Tax Relief: Relief from income tax and CGT
payable under EIS legislation.

Approved Bank: National Westminster Bank plc
or any authorised banking institution in the United
Kingdom that is a member of the Financial Services
Compensation Scheme as may be nominated by the
Fund Manager.

Fund Manager or Manage: Innvotec Limited or
such other Fund manager as may be appointed
under the Fund Management Agreement

FSMA: The Financial Services and Markets Act
2000 (as amended).
FCA: The Financial Conduct Authority.
FCA Rules: The rules contained in the FCA’s
Handbook of Rules and Guidance, as amended
from time to time.
Fund: The Milamber EdTech Fund.

Capital Gains Deferral: Deferral of CGT (section
150C and Schedule 5B of the Taxation of
Chargeable Gains Act 1992).

Fund Management Agreement: The Fund
Management Agreement to be entered into between
the Investor and Innvotec Limited as the Fund
Manager as summarised in this document and a
copy of which is appended to the Application Form.

Client Suitability and Appropriateness Form: The
questionnaire to be completed by each Investor,
which accompanies the Application Form.

Gross Commitment (or Subscription): An
amount committed by an Investor on signing the
Application Form.

CGT: Capital Gains Tax.

HMRC: HM Revenue and Customs.

Capital Gains Tax Reinvestment Relief: Relief from
CGT (Section 5B of the Taxation of Chargeable
Gains Act 1992).

Information Memorandum: This information
memorandum for The Milamber EdTech Fund.
Initial Charge: The initial charge (which is nil)
payable by the Investor to the Fund Manager on
acceptance of the Investor’s Application Form as
detailed in this IM.

Closing Date: The final date on which an
application to the Fund will be accepted in any
calendar quarter, the quarter days being 31st
March, 30th June, 30th September and 31st
December.
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Innvotec: Innvotec Limited (registered in England
and Wales under company number 02030086)
whose registered office is at Stable Cottage, Castle
Hill, Rotherfield, East Sussex, TN6 3RR.

Performance Fee : The Performance Fee payable to
the Fund Manager as mentioned in this Information
Memorandum and more fully described in Schedule
1 of the Fund Management Agreement.

Investment Period: The period of three months
following the relevant Closing Date.

Portfolio: In respect of an Investor, the investments
made through the Fund which are allocated to him
or her and which are registered in the name of the
Nominee as nominee for that Investor.
In respect of the Fund, the group of companies that
receive investment from the Fund.

Investor : A person who completes an Application
Form to invest in the Fund which is accepted by the
Fund Manager, who completes a Client Suitability
and Appropriateness Form and who enters into
a Fund Management Agreement with the Fund
Manager and thereby makes a Commitment to the
Fund.

Portfolio Company (or Investee Company): A
company that has received investment from the
Fund

Nominee: Innvotec (Nominees) Limited (which
is a subsidiary of the Fund Manager) or such
other nominee (which may be an associate of the
Fund Manager) as may be appointed by the Fund
Manager from time to time to carry out safe custody
and related services in relation to an Investor’s
Commitment to the Fund and to be the registered
holder of investments in Portfolio Companies.

SEIS: The Seed Enterprise Investment Scheme
as set out in Chapter 4 of Part 5A Income Tax Act
(ITA 2007).
SEIS Tax Relief: Relief from income tax and CGT
payable under SEIS legislation.
VAT: Value Added Tax, currently levied at a flat
rate of 20% on certain services including Annual
Management Fees and Performance Fees

Non-Readily Realisable Investment: Investments
which are not readily liquid, and in which the
market is limited meaning they can be difficult to
deal in and difficult to assess what would the proper
market price for them given there is no secondary
market.
Milamber: Milamber Ventures Plc (registered
in England and Wales under company number
05667178) whose registered office is at 30 Percy
Street, London, United Kingdom, W1T 2DB - the
strategic partner and adviser to the Fund.
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Appendix 3

Collaborations Details: Innvotec and Milamber Ventures
Together Innvotec and Milamber have entered into a long-term Agreement in connection with the Fund.

About Innvotec

About Milamber

Innvotec is a long-established, FCA-regulated UK
Alternative Investment Fund Manager (AIFM)
which has been investing clients’ funds in early stage
and emerging companies for thirty years.

In Milamber, Innvotec has identified a long
term strategic partner with specialist skills and
knowledge, and a track record of successfully
identifying private companies with growth
potential.

Its business model is to solely work alongside
knowledgeable and trusted strategic partners (such
as Milamber) to raise and manage funds designed
to deliver above average performance to its clients,
whilst harnessing important tax reliefs.

Milamber Ventures Plc has a track record and
a strong reputation in the Education & Media
Technology sector. Milamber can access a wide
range of complimentary services to assist growth
focused businesses whilst taking advantage of
its strong links and numerous national and
international contacts throughout both the public
and private sectors, in the fields of education,
training and associated technology and delivery
media development.

Innvotec has a strong track record of investment
under both EIS and SEIS, with several previous
funds covering both types of relief. Current
performance details on a fund-by-fund basis are
available from Innvotec on request.
Investors will have the benefit of knowing that
the Fund is receptive to receiving and making
investments throughout the year, and that their
commitment will be fully invested inside three
months.

These products and services involve a
comprehensive network of business advisers, both
domestic and international, alongside Milamber’s
own affiliated private investor networks, which are
an active source of potential parallel investment for
companies within the Fund’s portfolio.

Innvotec’s administration team will ensure that all
HMRC certificates will be provided in a timely and
efficient manner, as with previous Funds.

Milamber will be the Strategic Partner to the
Manager and will provide Innvotec, as the
Manager, with “portfolio company discovery” and
in turn it will help develop the target companies
with “entrepreneur mentoring”.
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Examples of Companies/ Investments with which Milamber has worked.

Educating the citizen investor with expert
analysis on crowdfunding impact & small
cap investments

The market leader of digital training and
support tool for construction professionals

The safe entertainment service for kids

Modular benchmarking, training and employee development

Over 2 Million fully licensed video clips for
the educational publishing market

Real-time polling for training, meetings and
classes

Droplet’s technology allows full blown
Windows apps to run on low cost
chromebooks

Engage design and build cutting edge interactive experiences to educate and inform
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Appendix 4

Summary of the tax implications of investment in the fund
These notes are only intended to provide a brief summary of the tax advantages available under current
legislation and HM Revenue & Customs (“HMRC”) practice. Legislation and HMRC practice may change.
The rates of tax and tax relief may be altered and/or the levels and bases of reliefs from taxation may change.
The tax reliefs referred to are those currently available, and are personal to the Investor. Their value depends
on the individual circumstances of the Investor.
Investors are advised to obtain advice from their own professional advisers as to their tax position in respect of
their Portfolio.
An expanded and detailed guide to such investor tax advantages is available from Innvotec, in its “Know More
About Tax Efficient Investing” guide.

Tax Planning
The Milamber EdTech Fund has not been approved by HM Revenue & Customs for “approved Fund” status.
Tax Relief under an “unapproved fund” such as the Fund is granted in either the tax year when the investment
into an EIS/SEIS Qualifying Company is made and shares issued, or the prior tax year (at the Investor’s request)
and not the tax year when the Fund is closed as would be the case with an approved Fund.
It should be noted that for Capital Gains Reinvestment Relief purposes, and in the case of the three-year
holding period for CGT exemption, it is the date the investment in the Portfolio Company is made that is
relevant.
To claim SEIS and EIS Tax Relief, each Investor will receive (via the Manager) the appropriate compliance
certificates issued by HMRC in respect of each of the Investor’s qualifying investments. Each Portfolio
Company will apply in the first instance to HMRC for certificates to be issued to each Investor. Typically,
under SEIS, given the four months trading rule, Investors can expect their certificates some seven to nine
months after the investment is completed. Under EIS, the likely time frame for receipt of certificates is within
four months of the investment being made.

Qualifying Portfolio Companies
The Fund Manager will only make investments in SEIS/EIS Qualifying Portfolio Companies, as described
below.
•
•
•
•

Each SEIS/EIS Qualifying Company in which the Fund Manager makes an investment must
initially (i.e. at the time of issue of the shares) not be listed on a recognised stock exchange, and
there must be no formal or confirmed arrangements in place for it to become so listed.
Companies whose shares or securities are dealt in on AIM and SDX are treated as unquoted for
tax purposes. The SEIS/EIS Qualifying Company must have a permanent establishment in the
United Kingdom starting at the time of issue of the shares and ending three years later.
The shares must be issued to raise money for the purpose of a “qualifying business activity” and
the money raised must be spent accordingly.
The qualifying business must already be in existence, but, in the case of SEIS companies, for no
more than two years, and trading needs to commence within two years of the Fund shares being
issued or if the company is carrying out research and development, it must be with a view to the
business subsequently starting a new qualifying trade.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

In addition, throughout the relevant period (the period from the issue of the shares in the SEIS/EIS
Qualifying Company to the date three years from the date of issue of the shares or, if later, in the
case of SEIS qualifying shares, from the commencement of trade) it must not be a subsidiary of, or
be controlled by, another company.
It must either exist to carry on a qualifying trade or else be the parent company of a group that
has qualifying trades; and there must be no arrangements in existence for the company to become
a subsidiary of, or be controlled by, another company.
A SEIS/EIS Qualifying Company will be the parent of a trading group if each of its subsidiaries is
a Qualifying Subsidiary.
A “Qualifying Subsidiary” exists where at least 90% of the shares of each subsidiary are held by
the SEIS/EIS Qualifying Company.
A SEIS Qualifying Company must have no more than 25 full time equivalent employees at the
time of the share issue and, in the case of EIS, the equivalent figure is 250.
The shares issued by the SEIS/EIS Qualifying Company must carry no preferential rights to
dividend or the payment of a cumulative dividend.
The maximum sum a company can raise under SEIS or any scheme involving State Aid is
£150,000 in total; the corresponding figures for EIS is £12m or £20m for “knowledge intensive”
companies. An EIS Qualifying Company can raise no more than £5m per annum under the
scheme rules.

Share Ownership
•
•
•
•
•

The shares in which the Fund’s cash is invested will be subscribed for, issued to and held by
Innvotec (Nominees) Ltd, in a designated account and acting as nominee for the Investor and all
Investors.
However, each individual Investor will at all times remain the beneficial owner of a number of
shares in each Portfolio Company, rather than just having a proportionate interest in all the shares
in which the Fund’s capital is invested.
Under SEIS and EIS Fund legislation, these investments must be in the form of new ordinary
shares.
The number of shares allotted to each Investor will be calculated by reference to the proportion
that his or her Commitment bears to the total Commitments to the Fund. Minor variations may
occur in order to avoid allotting fractions of shares to individual Investors.
The Manager will not permit any documents of title to be lent to any third party and will not
permit borrowings on behalf of the Fund using such documents by way of security. The Fund will
not borrow or use leverage to enhance returns.

Claiming Tax Relief
•
•
•
•
•

•

The Fund Manager will ensure that Portfolio Companies provide Investors with compliance
certificates in respect of their investments in each of the Portfolio Companies, which will enable
Investors to claim SEIS and EIS Tax Relief and CGT Reinvestment Relief as appropriate.
Once an Investor has received the appropriate compliance certificate, he or she may write to
HMRC to claim any Tax Relief or CGT Reinvestment Relief to which he or she is entitled.
The Fund Manager will endeavour to ensure the Portfolio Companies apply to HMRC for
compliance certificates at the earliest opportunity and distribute such forms when received on a
timely basis.
Timing will be dependent on HMRC receiving notification from the Portfolio Companies that
they are SEIS or EIS Qualifying Companies (although preliminary approval (Advanced Assurance)
will have already been sought by the companies).
A Fund Portfolio Company seeking SEIS certification cannot apply to HMRC until it (or a
qualifying subsidiary) has carried on its qualifying trade for at least 4 months and can only issue
SEIS certificates to Investors after it has been authorised (upon the application of the relevant
Portfolio Company) to do so by HMRC.
A claim for SEIS/EIS Tax Relief must be made no later than the fifth anniversary of 31 January
following the end of the tax year for which the claim is made.
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•

SEIS/EIS Tax Relief may be withdrawn by HMRC in a number of circumstances. Broadly, should
the SEIS/EIS Qualifying Company cease to be a qualifying company within the three-year period
from the share issue (or, if later, the date the company starts its trade), or if the shares cease to be
‘eligible shares’ within the period. An early withdrawal can lead to the withdrawal of Tax Reliefs
in whole or in part, the withdrawal of Tax Relief would depend on the particular circumstances of
the investor.

Early Withdrawal
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In order to meet HMRC conditions, Investors are not permitted to make partial withdrawals from
the Fund.
However, an Investor can terminate his or her Fund Management Agreement in respect of the
Fund, and if possible, seek an early withdrawal of the entire amount held in their Portfolio at any
time.
If an Investor terminates the Fund Management Agreement, the Investor’s investments held in the
Fund will have to be sold and the cash proceeds will be paid to the relevant Investor.
There will be a loss of SEIS/EIS Tax Relief to the Investor if this is within the initial minimum
three-year period.
Such Investments will be Non-Readily Realisable Investments which may not be possible to sell.
The risk factors for such investments are explained on pages 28 to 30 of this Information
Memorandum and it should be noted that one of the risks is that early exit may be difficult or
indeed not practicable and, as a result, there could be a substantial loss of capital to the Investor.
The only liability of the Fund at termination or at any point in time will be to the Manager on
account of any unpaid Annual Management Fees and, if earned, the Performance Fee.

Life of the Fund
Under normal circumstances, in order to ensure SEIS/EIS Tax Relief is not lost, the Fund Manager will hold
Investments in SEIS/EIS Qualifying Companies for a minimum period of three years from the date of issue of
the relevant shares or, if later, from the date on which the SEIS/EIS Qualifying Company (or its subsidiary)
commences its qualifying trade.
There may be occasions when the interests of Investors, as a whole, are best served by the Fund realising part
or all of an investment at an earlier date, particularly if the capital gain will exceed the tax benefits lost.
It is the Fund Manager’s intention that the Fund should be “evergreen” and have a termination date that will
be determined sometime in the future and at the sole discretion of the Manager. Investors in the Fund will be
given a minimum of one year’s notice as to the date of termination.
The Fund Manager intends to exit from all Investments made within an eight-year holding period, but a
longer period is possible. Therefore, Commitments to the Fund should only be made if it is expected that the
Commitment can be left intact for at least eight years and perhaps considerably longer.
On final termination of the Fund, and if Investment in any portfolio companies still remains, each Investor can
decide whether they wish the Fund Manager:
•
•

to transfer all of their remaining Investments into their own name receive any cash held in their
Portfolio; or
to sell all of their remaining Investments and pay the proceeds of sale to them, together with any
cash held in their Portfolio.

Payments on final termination of the Fund are subject to the Fund Manager’s entitlement to retain cash and/or
shares to satisfy its entitlement to any unpaid fees or charges.
The only liability of the Fund at any point in time, including termination of the Fund, will be to the Manager
on account of any unpaid Annual Management and Performance Fees.
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Appendix 5

Summary of the Milamber EdTech Fund Management Agreement
Investors must read completely the full Fund Management Agreement, a copy of which is appended to the
Application Form, before completing the Application Form.
In signing the Application Form an Investor warrants that he or she has read and agrees fully to the terms and
conditions of the Fund Management Agreement.
In the event of any conflict between the provisions of the Fund Management Agreement and this summary, the
provisions of the Fund Management Agreement shall apply.
The Fund Management Agreement sets out the agreement between Innvotec (the Fund Manager) and the
Investor to constitute and manage the Milamber EdTech Fund. The acceptance by Innvotec of a signed
Application Form will constitute a binding agreement between the Investor and Innvotec. A full copy of the
Fund Management Agreement is appended to the Application Form.

Fund Manager’s Duties, Responsibilities and Rights
The Fund Manager will:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

at all times act in good faith and with reasonable care and due diligence;
if an Investor exercises his or her right to cancel, return the amount of any Commitment paid less
any charges the Fund Manager has already incurred for any service undertaken in accordance
with the terms of the Fund Management Agreement. The Investor will not be entitled to interest
on such monies;
in the case of there being excess Commitments to the Fund which are not, in the Fund
Manager’s view, capable of being invested within the Investment Period and in accordance
with the investment objectives and the investment restrictions as outlined in this Information
Memorandum, return excess funds to Investors;
deposit Commitments in an account pending investment or release in accordance with the Fund
Management Agreement;
have complete discretionary powers in relation to the selection of, or exercising rights relating to,
and the management of the Fund’s investments;
provide all administration services in relation to the Fund and its investments;
arrange for the appointed Nominee to provide safe custody services in relation to the Fund’s
investments and cash, with all cash being held by the appointed Nominee as client money until
such time as it is invested in a Portfolio Company, released to the Investor or released to pay any
of the Fund Manager’s fees or charges;
in performing its services, have regard to the objectives of the Fund and shall comply with all
stated restrictions and all applicable laws;
in effecting transactions for the Investor, the Fund Manager shall seek to achieve the best possible
result for the Investor in accordance with the applicable requirements in the FCA Rules on best
execution, the rules and regulations of any relevant market and/or clearing house and the Fund
Manager’s best execution policy, save where the Investor requires the Fund Manager to use a
particular broker, counterparty or execution venue; and
not lend investments or title documents to a third party and will not borrow against the security
of the Fund’s assets;
send the Investor a report relating to the Investor’s Portfolio and cash in the Fund in a form
complying with the FCA Rules at least every six months, in respect of the periods ending on or
around 31 March and 30 September in each year or such other dates as the Manager decides;
carry out a half yearly valuation of the Portfolio Companies in accordance with the valuation
guidelines published by the British Venture Capital Association;
receive charges and fees for its services as set out in the Information Memorandum;
devote such time and attention and have (or shall have access to) all necessary competent personnel
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•
•
•
•
•
•

any equipment as may be required to enable it to provide its services properly and efficiently, and
in compliance with the FCA Rules;
take all reasonable steps to prevent conflicts of interest from constituting or giving rise to damage
to the interests of the Investor;
set a date, which it shall notify to the Investor, on which the Fund will terminate;
on or before termination of the Fund, sell all investments in the Investor’s Portfolio and/or transfer
the shares into the Investor’s name or otherwise as the Investor may otherwise legally direct;
give to the Investor not less than three months’ written notice of its intention to terminate its role
as Fund Manager and if it does give such notice shall endeavour to make arrangements to transfer
the Fund to another Fund manager;
at all times keep confidential all information acquired except for information which is in the
public knowledge, or which it may be entitled or bound to disclose under compulsion of law,
or is requested by regulatory agencies, or is given to its professional advisers where reasonably
necessary for the performance of their professional services, or is necessary to disclose to the
Nominee to enable the Nominee to perform its obligations in relation to the Portfolio or the
investments of the Fund, or is authorised to be disclosed.

Nominee’s Responsibilities
The Nominee will act as custodian of the cash, investments and other assets of the Fund and will use
reasonable care and skill in providing the services it is to provide.

Investor Obligations, Agreement and Rights
The Fund established by the Fund Management Agreement is set up on the basis of the declaration and
undertakings made by the Investor in his or her Application Form. By completing the Application Form
Investors will be deemed to have irrevocably agreed to the Nominee being appointed to exercise the powers
and to carry out duties, on behalf of the Investors, in accordance with the Fund Management Agreement:
•

•

indemnify the Nominee (in proportion to their respective interests in the Fund at the date of the
claim to indemnify) from and against any and all direct liabilities, obligations, losses, damages,
penalties, actions against the Nominee, judgements, suits against the Nominee, proper costs and
expenses or disbursements (other than those resulting from the Manager’s negligence, wilful
default or breach of contract or the FCA Rules on the part of the Nominee) which may be
imposed or incurred by or asserted against the Nominee in properly performing its obligations or
duties in relation to any investments, cash or other assets of the Fund;
provide the Fund Manager with any information which it reasonably requests for the purposes
of managing the Fund pursuant to the terms of this Agreement; and give any notices, instructions
or other communications to the Fund Manager in writing in English and signed and sent to the
Fund Manager at Suite 310, Business Design Centre, 52 Upper Street, Islington, London, N1
0QH (or to such other address as the Fund Manager may notify to the Investor) or except as
otherwise specifically indicated. Investors may authorise the Manager to accept instructions from
an authorised signatory in such form as the Manager may require.

Complaints and Compensation
The Fund Manager has established procedures in accordance with the FCA Rules for consideration of
complaints. Details of these procedures are available from the Fund Manager on request. Should an Investor
have a complaint, they should contact the Fund Manager. If the Fund Manager cannot resolve the complaint to
the satisfaction of the Investor, the Investor is entitled to refer it to the Financial Ombudsman Service.
The Fund Manager is obliged to notify the Investor, and hereby does so, that an Investor may have a right to
compensation under the Financial Services Compensation Scheme, established under the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000, which provides compensation to eligible Investors in the event of a firm being unable to
meet its customer liabilities. Payments under the protected investment business scheme are currently limited to
a maximum of £50,000 for investments. Further information is available from the Fund Manager on request.
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Data Protection
All data that the Investor provides to the Fund Manager is held by that party subject to the Data Protection
Act 1998. The Investor agrees that the Fund Manager and the Nominee may pass personal data to each
other and to other parties insofar as is necessary in order for them to provide their Services as set in the Fund
Management Agreement and to HM Revenue & Customs, the FCA and any other regulatory authority that
regulates them and in accordance with all other Applicable Laws.

Governing Law
The Fund Management Agreement and all matters relating thereto shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with English Law and the parties submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the English Courts.
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Appendix 4

Examples of companies currently under consideration for investment

EIS
INTCAS
A global technology platform connecting students from across the world to work collaboratively with the
global education industry to explore, design and build their careers using a single system. The company has
successfully designed, prototyped, built and launched a global solution for the world’s international student
mobility market.
The management estimate the industry to be currently valued at $350bn and set to grow 9% annually, serving
a potential market of over 200 million students who aspire to study abroad each year.
Droplet Computing
Droplet’s technology allows full blown windows applications to run on low cost devices such as Chromebook.
Chromebook is the fastest growing platform in the US education sector.
KnowledgeMotion
KnowledgeMotion’s Bo Clips helps the world’s education publishers and providers, both traditional and
digital, to find, buy and use video to incorporate in their e-textbooks, apps, digital courses and websites.
Operating from London, KnowledgeMotion collects and selects low, rights-risk clips from the world’s
landmark clip libraries, tagging them to the curriculum, then sell them to publishers under a digital education
licence. Customers include universities, schools and global publishers like Pearson and Ingram Content Group

SEIS
Potential.ly
Potential.ly is a graduate employability platform for universities and colleges. The business is targeting 8,000
institutions and 45m students. Existing customers include the University of Westminster, Telifonica and O2.
The Honeycomb Works (THW)
THW provides an innovative platform and services to effect organisational change – transforming intangible
“soft skills” into measurable meaningful things people can actually do. It’s impact is one that can be seen. The
Honeycomb approach is Flexible, Modular, Personal, Bespoke, Goal and Behaviour Driven, Non-Linear but…
with Pathways and Progression. Having built the basic platform the team are now focussed on developing a
comprehensive set of visualisation and reporting tools.
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